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SORROW, SORROW, FEAR, THE PIT AND THE ROPE

by Karel Steigerwald
Translated by Stepen Simek
and Roger Downey

Directed by Stepen Simek

Sorrows, sorrows have come to me.

It seems that we dream the plot of the play. Characters who speak and interact with each other couldn’t possibly speak and interact with each other. They do it regardless. Be it as it may. We must believe it. We are lying in a coma and at random the monsters of olden days creep into our dreams and demand their due. They are all cadavers. If only we could wake up. Good night and good day.

Karel Steigerwald

The play you are going to witness is not an easy one. Places, times and situations are seemingly unorganized; the action shifts from place to place, from time to time, sometimes in the middle of a sentence. And the characters are uneasingly asking questions that you as an audience will ask with them. Where am I? What is happening? And most importantly, the simple question WHY? will be repeated over and over again.

This is a play about history. History as a garbage dump, as a valley of tears, as a terrible memory of the future. It examines the history of 20th Century Europe and treats it as a nightmare, as an awful dream from which we are trying to awaken, but are unable to. And it asks the question WHY? Why did millions of people perish in Holocaust and Gulag? Why do we try to keep our eyes closed and march with the crowd? Why do we keep caring about the “pork and beer” more than about the sense of our lives? Why are we fleeing, and from where to where?

In this country there is a remarkable lack of historical consciousness. Yet in Europe, especially Eastern Europe, every inch of the earth is soaked with blood, every stone was turned over at least once, and everybody is walking around with heavy bags loaded with history on their backs. Everybody is implicated in the violent past of that continent, and everybody is trying hard to throw off their heavy bags. But nobody can. And even Mr. Novak, whose single task in his old days is to banish the past from his life keeps being confronted with the “monsters of old days.”

And because of this universal immersion in the past, the past happens now, just like the future, which is directly influenced by the past. The past and future converge in the present, and their shadows are so strong that they convert the present into a nightmare. There is no apparent logic to a nightmare, yet nothing can be more real than a nightmare, and nothing more painful than a nightmare from which we do not awaken. WHY?
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This is the English-language premier of Sorrow, Sorrow, Fear, The Pit And The Rope; it is produced by special arrangement with Aura-Pont Literary Agency.
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There will be one fifteen minute intermission